THREE RIVERS COUNCIL NEEDS UNIT COMMISSIONERS!

Qualifications:

- Be an Effective Communicator & A Good Listener
- Have Sound Judgment & A Scouting background or be a fast-track learner
- Be Patient, Persistent, Adaptable,
- Know and Practice Scouting Ideas
- Be Enthusiastic, Fulfill Promises, Be a Team Player

The Unit Commissioner is a generalist whose overriding mission is to help UNITS SUCEED.

- Help each unit earn the Journey to Excellence Award and Re-charter their unit on time
- Use the annual Commissioner Service Plan, with its scheduling opportunities for contact with units
- Know each phrase of the Scouting program & keep current
- Visit unit meetings & observe the unit in action
- Visit regularly with unit leaders & LISTEN to what they have to say
- Offer encouragement and support
- Help the leaders with forms & applications
- Encourage unit participation in District & Council activities
- Keep in touch with the charter organizations of the units you serve

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT YOUR DISTRICT EXECUTIVE.